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Floating Kiwi Capiroska
Genesis Pena

ink and copic marker
2

Bottomless Tea Cup
Giselle Perdomo

As I’m sipping a cup of Twinings English Afternoon tea,
I notice these hands that hug the cup are profoundly, embarrassingly unoriginal. I’m one of those pale poets who lets her black
blood bleed onto the page through her quill (or as the case may be,
through her cramped thumbs on the iPhone screen). The writer’s
mind is a plethora of reused “down the rabbit hole” imagery.
Knights may battle spindle-legged serpents, butlers may poison the
apple tarts, and dowdy housewives may run away with the traveling musician. As with Alice of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, our
minds simply pass through these series of disorienting imagery in
wonderment and confusion. The hot cup of tea is soon forgotten
on my writer’s desk, with the fumes of the present wafting over to
me in desperation to regain my focus. The paradox is that we read
to attend to unobserved life and yet when we write, we pay the
least attention to it. When I periodically drag my thoughts out
of the phantasmagoric fantasy, I see myself hunched over at my
laptop…a twenty-something poor pretender.
It’s times like these when I think of Letters to a Young Poet,
a collection of correspondence the poet Rainer Maria Rilke wrote
to a young poet-in-the-making named Franz Kappus.1 It’s a book
I return to again and again for artistic clarity. Perhaps I’m in need
of it now. I find my fingers hovering over the keyboard in indecision. My tea cools during my mind’s absence. The little ink blots
that crowd the narrow space of the Word document threaten me
1
Rilke, Rainer Maria. Letters to a Young Poet. Trans. Joan
M. Burnham. Novato, CA: New World Library, 2000. p. xiii.
Print.
3

with their blissful unawareness. How can I pour the hot blood of
life from me intravenously into the cold, black, Times New Roman
print that hovers atop a perpetually blank page? Perhaps my greatest frustration is with the residue of existence left behind, with the
amorphous puddle of feeling and thought that simply cannot make
the jump from mind to page.
What if I’m no good? It’s commonly thought that the
writer’s greatest battle is against himself, against the disapproving
censor lurking over his shoulders. After all, no one has dragged me
by the collar from my comfortable bed and demanded, gun to the
head, that I write something brilliant… “or else.” As far as writers are concerned, assassins are so passé. Fledgling writers likely
pray at the altar of Rilke. In the opening lines of his first letter to
Kappus, Rilke says: “There is nothing that manages to influence a
work of art less than critical words” (9). Rilke exposes the inherent
limitations and faultiness of criticism. He swats away the potentially invasive flock of black-beaked, blue-bellied critics (a species
otherwise known as the Corvus killjoyous) who threaten to attack at
the first sign of a freshly-harvested artistic creation and will even
feast on the carrion of the dejected artist.
We know all too well the instinct to protect our precious
creations, the striking characters we’ve molded for months in the
kiln or the settings we’ve staged with such careful precision. We
dread the red pen marks that slice through our paragraphs, sulk at
the looks of confusion on our yawning readers’ faces, and cringe
at the passive-aggressive statements of “we wish you the best in
your future endeavors” in rejection letters. However, this does not
mean we should skewer the nearest Corvus killjoyous we can find.
Anyone who’s read M. R. James’ “Casting the Runes” knows that
4

writing bad reviews can indeed prove fatal for the critic. We would
be hypocrites if we did not admit to ourselves how much we enjoy
playing the role of the critic ourselves. There’s a sadistic sense of
glee and self-satisfaction we get at taking a magnifying glass up
to another’s billboard and pointing with a neon sign in the direction of the slightest imperfection. We know you desperately tried
to cover up that zit on your forehead this morning, but here’s the
diagram to show just how much that concealer failed you.
Should we then stroll along the sidewalks with earplugs in
our ears to tune out the voices of naysayers who simply misunderstand our “art”? Rilke offers his own criticism of the poem Franz
Kappus sent for review soon after stating how unqualified he is to
give it in the first place (10). Before we hastily accuse Rilke of being a hypocrite, we must first ask ourselves what his intentions may
have been. Surely criticism does not equal pandering, and it does
not equal rudeness. Rilke toys with the value of criticism only so
far as it does not let the writer ripen of his own accord. For Rilke,
art is synonymously tied to birth where the said creation must
come to term at its own pace (26). If there are critiques to be made
at all, it is because the writer has rushed the birth’s incubation period and miscarried the creation’s potential.
Writing workshops shuffle the birth onwards with the
promise of communal encouragement at each stage of the literary
pregnancy. The fear that stops the writer’s pen is also about reconciling the personal vision with its marketability to the public. Perhaps there’s no greater relief for the writer, who commonly bleeds
himself dry in his attic space, than the idea of a workshop. Now
we get to share! We get to bleed together. Yet oftentimes I find
myself questioning how helpful the advice in writing workshops is.
5

The success of a piece among the majority is usually based on laymen’s terms where crowd-pleasing popularity is valued more highly
than the quality of the prose itself. We often do not care enough
about each other’s work to hold our fellow writer’s hand during his
period of literary labor. If critique is purely based on liking or disliking, then the perceived quality of the writing is as fickle as a cat
pacing back and forth on a windowsill. I welcome the earnestness
of a good critic, who with tenderness reveals my blind spots to me
so that I may laugh at my own shortsightedness. Only then can I
transform my words into fiercer versions of themselves and be able
to offer the same to my fellow writers-in-arms.
Yet the writing will be deadweight if I simply design it for
others without thinking of myself first. It is not a matter of selfishness. Rilke suggests “[p]retend[ing] you are the very first man and
then writ[ing] what you see and experience, what you love and lose”
(11). If I fill myself to the brim with all the sorrows and joys of
being me, those experiences will inevitably spill over and outwards
toward other people. Should they reach others and cradle them in
knowing, the tepid value of public opinion has dissolved to some
extent. Literature intentionally designed to be for “everyone” is the
mechanical, facelessness Ray Bradbury warns us of in Fahrenheit
451. We can always pull the universal out of the personal anyway.
When we engage with literature, we listen for our own stories retold through a different face and from a different plane of thinking.
Speaking of different planes of thinking, I am brought
back to my place at the computer desk. The same dull letters stare
blankly back at me from my computer screen. Shouldn’t I just
drink my tea? I can picture Rilke’s disappointment. I am no further along in my prose than I was before, yet my tea has gone cold.
6

The problem is we never just drink our tea. Even if I had taken
a sip, my mind would not have bothered to remember its taste. I
recline in my chair, and though I don’t banish them entirely, the
knights and butlers and housewives briefly sink back down the
rabbit hole that is the writer’s mind. I toss out the wasted tea bag
from the cold cup and put a water-filled pot back on the burner
again. I live for the day when I can learn to drink my tea.
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ARMY OF HER
Julian Sanchez
watercolor
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A CONDITION
Matthew Kadish

The man scratched his head

Where the horn was protruding
Near the slight patch of red
Where another was rooting
And he did so with no fuss
Nor a mind to appease

Those who said, “ailment innocuous,”
And others, “Mephistopheles.”

9

MURDER
Patrick Okrasinki
digital

10

UNTITLED

Julie Dunic

11

JACK

Stephanie Smith
I twist my own arm to twist yours,
Turning to the tune of torture.
I’m the awkward silence
Between two strangers.

You’re the knock at the door.

Your thin smile is an eerie curve
Framed by your crazy hair
And your jagged collar.

I can’t see your open arms.

You don’t spring at me like you used to.
There are dolls in boxes;

There are adults with vengeance.
Lost in my childhood

Along with my father,

You’re both clever and selfish;
You deserve each other.
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A CERTAIN
SEQUENCE
Matthew Kadish
An old legend tells

That a certain sequence of sounds

Forms a summoning call of misfortune—
How it rings the loud bells
Beckoning to the grounds

The demons of calamitous ruin.
But now a roomed man at six
Studied for physics

Constructing a verbal mnemonic—
So he finished the device
And recited it thrice

And was promptly eaten by a cheetah.
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WORLD ON FIRE
Dan Hilton
14

Domestic
Short
Hair
Caroline Nelson
It was late in August when the sun was setting and the cars
were moving like dripping honey. The burnt orange sun cast dancing shadows on the brownstone stoops where kids with ripped
sneakers and melted ice cream laughed.
As the sun sank, the lights of the city began to pulse, and
the letters on the Lackawanna train station flickered into existence.
The last train of the night hissed in the station, blowing steam, a
sight that made Charlotte Sommers smile with familiarity as she
stepped onto the platform.
It had not been long since she had been back to Hoboken.
The repair crew had done a remarkable job of making her house
inhabitable again. No one knew how the fire at 1008 Park Avenue
started, but the police report pinned the blame to an alleged house
cat and a vanilla Yankee candle, nearly burning down the entire
apartment. The tenant next door smelled smoke just in time to call
the fire department.
The cat reportedly escaped and Charlotte returned home
from work to sirens and ash. Appearing to be unconcerned about
the pet, her witnessing neighbor noticed that she seemed mostly
distracted and annoyed rather than expectedly distraught and confused.
That night, Charlotte left a cat carrier out with a can of
tuna fish and slept on the couch of the woman next door. In the
15

morning, she called someone to do repairs, gathered up her uncharred personal belongings, and took The Path to go stay with her
sister, who lived in the Village.
Now she was back after only a week, and Charlotte made
her way down the main street, dragging her suitcase behind with
one hand and gently clutching her cat carrier with the other.
Couples drank wine casually at cast iron tables outside restaurants.
Mindless chatter floated into the cooling air, and shoes clicked
on gum-stained sidewalks. Turning onto Park Avenue, Charlotte
sharply inhaled the scent of sun and withering old buildings.
Stepping up to her apartment, the remains of aged smoke
clawed from under the threshold. She pulled out a big brass key
and entered. The door slightly shuddered. Setting her bags down
lightly into the dark living room, she opened the cat carrier and
gathered up the small creature in her arms.
“You’re a pain, you know that?” she muttered, though softly
smiling. She took comfort in cradling it and stroking its face. Its
eyes blinked lazily, and it let out a purr as it fell asleep on her chest.
It was warm and cozy as if a small fire burned within it.
***
Charlotte woke up to aggressive kneading next to her on
the bed.
“Hungry, are you?” she whispered with annoyance. Pulling
herself from her fresh sheets, she walked to the kitchen. Stopping
in from of the refrigerator, the little beast nuzzled its head against
her leg and trilled with anticipation.
“Okay, okay, you’re gonna have to give me a second,” she
16

spoke to it, pulling on a pair of boots with one hand and fumbling
for her wallet with the other. Charlotte’s disappointment with her
empty refrigerator was replaced with the relief that Truglio’s meat
market was eight doors down from her own.
She ran out the door and quickly walked the block and entered the butcher shop. She picked up several pre-wrapped steaks
and headed to the counter, determined to make her visit a short
one.
“Ms. Sommers! You’re back?” The youthful cashier began.
“That’s awesome. We all thought it would take longer.” He loosened a bag and gently set the meat in. “It’s horrible what happened,
though. I’m so sorry,” he added quickly as one does to make up for
initial lack of sympathy. He handed her the bag of steak.
“Yeah.” She accepted her receipt. A smirk slowly painted
her lips as she pushed the hair out of her face. “Dragons are fickle
creatures, aren’t they?”
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cosmic
fairytale
Kristy Lim
one

yellow daffodils sprout into flaming suns
and the ashes kiss the edges of
the universe.

they are coming for us,
you know,

the galaxies and the asteroids,

the tomorrows and the wanderers.

we can wade through time, my darling—
have you done this before?

i will play you the songs that
the astronauts hear.
two

you unravel lunar fairytales
and paraselenic mysteries

as we lie on the rings of jupiter.
your eyes glow brighter than
a cosmic sunset;
i know that

it has to be me.

we’ve danced through space like
intergalactic lovers,
leaving a trail of

18

cotton candy nebulas
beneath our feet.
it has to be me.
three

you’ve eclipsed my

midnight melancholy.
the unkind and

the unhappy and
the uninvolved

have been replaced by
the tangible,
the warm,
the holy.

my last lover left me
lonely on earth,

but you fused my soul
back with the stars,

back where my mind can
be dazzled and free.
you should know.
four

stab me with saturn’s ice,

push me into a black hole,

19

hit me with catapulted moon rocks—
you were the tail

of another comet
all along.

i was ready for you

with a supernova heart,
but now i’m

collapsing inward

with catastrophic fury.
soon i will be pulled
back

home.
five

comets glisten in the sky
like icy teardrops and

i wonder if any of them
are you.

i’m dreaming of the cosmos
while rooted in the earth—

maybe one day i can breathe
stardust
again.

the earth is so ordinary.
20

The tiger’s wife
Sebastian Gomez

watercolor and colored pencil
21

CABIN FEVER
Julian Sanchez
pen and ink
22

Backwards
Alissa Maldonado
Every day she took her daily trip up to the clouds
Giving the gods her faulty worries

They granted her a spell of a blissful mind

And started to rebuild her shattered vessel
She had picked up the debris of fallen walls
The streets of her veins

Flooded with the tears of her crying siblings
On Christmas Eve

This sanctuary sunken under torrential downpour

Ripping open scarred brutalities of those in the past
Regrettably causing the brain to malfunction
Into a hurricane of despair

Crippling my every defense with each finger
wrapped around my waist

Your hazel eyes thawing away the icicles in my heart
You terrified me in a matter of three seconds
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Disenchantment
Frances McGrew
When the pagan spell you bound me with
shattered,

I felt impure.

You were once so godlike to me.
And like any blind devotee

I ignored symptoms of imperfection.
Who was I

to question your divinity?
Your hold over me broke like a fever;
the too-bright eyes remained,

but my mind was mine again.

My worship of you was sickness:

aching head from pressing it to your altar,
sore throat from singing your praises,

a body burning—captivated by your power.
My convalescence has been
Heavenly.

I tip my head towards the sky

begging to be whole once more.

In breaking from you I have been
baptized.

24

THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY
Genesis Pena

ink and copic markers
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You’re allMonica
(driving
me) insane
Archer
Editor’s Choice

Let’s get this straight: I am not an inherently nasty person.
It’s just that when you’ve worked in a place for two years and dealt
with customers whose brains and mouths don’t seem to have a
civil relationship, it gets to be a bit much. I mean, how are so many
people so utterly strange and insane? How do they all shop at the
same grocery store?
Now, to the best of my knowledge, the sign on the exterior
of the building says “Kings.” However, I suppose the majority of
customers perceive it to say “Nutjobs Welcome.” This sounds so
mean. I almost feel bad, but then again I really don’t. They have to
know they don’t come off as rational, sane people.
selves.

Here is the story of a typical six-hour shift. Brace yourHour 1:

“Monica… not Lewinsky, right?” a middle aged man booms
with laughter at his own evident hilarity.
I manage a weak chuckle and continue to scan his items
while contemplating any number of sarcastic retorts, every one of
which could get me fired. Honestly, what kind of remark is that?
Yes, sir, you are so hysterically funny. Of course I’m not the woman
who had sex with President Clinton, you silly goose, you. I can’t
believe you even came up with that. I’ve never heard it before! It’s
so original and fantastic that you are able to come up with word
26

associations like that. Yes, thank you so much.
What I say, however, is, “Your total is $57.89. Here’s your
receipt. Thank you, have a nice day!” I am a world of cheer and
smiles. He walks away and I roll my eyes.
Hour 2:
A woman appears on my line. She seems very nice; her only
request is that her meat be placed in a separate bag. Obviously I’m
capable of that. I scan all her items and then begin to bag. Suddenly she demands to know where the meat bag is. I gesture toward it
and she opens the bag and peers inside. “Are you kidding me?” this
nice woman angrily demands.
I jump about two feet, never having been good at dealing
with getting yelled at. I open my mouth to inquire what the problem could possibly be, as I have no earthly idea, but I never get the
chance. She starts in again. “Did you really put the burgers on the
bottom of the bag? These are patties. This is expensive meat. Are you
new here or something? This is so incompetent. The burgers are going to get smashed. I’m not trying to be nasty or anything, but this
is downright disrespectful. I can’t believe you did that!”
I am two seconds away from either bursting into tears
or slapping this woman across the face. Keep in mind that there
are only two or three packages of meat in this bag, none of them
heavier than the burgers, as well as the fact that the burgers are
sealed tightly in a thick package that could not expose them to being “smashed.”
However, I apologize and mend my error, placing the
burgers this time in their own separate bag. This does not stop the
27

enraged customer, though. She continues to mumble under her
breath about my stupidity and the burgers as she swipes her credit
card and loads her shopping cart. At the end of the transaction, I
smilingly hand her the receipt and say, “Thank you, have a great
day. Sorry about the burgers.”
This woman who had seemed so nice at the beginning
of the order menacingly snatches the receipt from my hand and
storms off with her shopping cart. I wonder if she’s always like that
or was having a bad day. Whatever the reason for her nastiness, it
was uncalled for.
Hour 3:
A greasy-haired man unblinkingly stares into my soul and
asks me what I want to do with my life. He doesn’t laugh, doesn’t
even crack a smile. All he does is say, in a flat, monotone voice,
“What do you want to do after high school.” Just like that; it’s
barely even a question. Definitely on the list of top ten creepiest
people I’ve ever met.
I turn to the book I have with me on my register that I’m
reading for school. Suddenly I hear an angry “Hey!”
I jump and face the direction of the exclamation and see
that Peg, another cashier, is glaring furiously at me. “You are being
paid to work, not just stand there,” the ever-lovely Peg continues.
“What makes you think you can just be reading right now? I hate
the kids today. They’re always on their gadgets and everything. I’m
going to report you to Barb. You should be taking customers off of
my line and helping them instead of doing nothing!”
Well, I’ve never heard Peg speak so much if it wasn’t an
28

anecdote about some stupid thing that she was telling a customer,
so that outburst really shocks me. I thought she was a sweet old
lady, reminiscent of my former English teacher. Now I realize she is
nothing like my teacher, and I don’t like her at all.
I don’t even respond. I just stand there, dumbfounded. Peg
runs off to tell the front-end manager, “The girl on register two is
reading when she should be working.” She doesn’t even know my
name.
Sorry, dear Peg, I didn’t realize we were in the second grade.
Hour 4:
A loud man who seems to be in his thirties is conversing with the other customers in my line. They all look completely
thrilled, and by completely thrilled I mean completely uncomfortable. I’m not sure how he happened upon this topic, but all I hear
this man say is, “You know, if I was to be reincarnated I’d want to
come back as a woman.”
Clearly, no one is paying attention to him, so the most
logical choice is for him to become increasingly louder and more
obnoxious. He is fully up to this challenge. The customer goes on,
“I mean, women are so lucky! They get to have their own money,
plus their boyfriend or husband’s money.”
Um, what? Sir, are you okay? Please leave my register as
soon as you possibly can. Here is your change, goodbye.
Hour 5:
I’m standing at my register, enjoying about two minutes
of freedom before the next surge of customers, when a tall, gray29

haired man in a cowboy hat and a fringed leather jacket approaches
Ivy’s register. He is a regular customer, who always says things that
are somewhat... off, most notably the time he told me how he had
chopped all his hair off that very day and how he missed it.
Today, though, this guy engages Ivy in conversation. He
looks at her name tag and says, “Ivy… that’s a great name. I married
a Heather.”
Ivy replies, “Oh, my sister’s name is Heather.”
The customer barrels on, “I also divorced her. She tried to
stab me once. Have a good day.” He walks away, muttering incoherently under his breath.
Ivy and I stand there in stunned silence.
Hour 6:
The fire alarm goes off. Lights are flashing and there is an
incessant beeping pervading the store, but the customers continue
about their business, purchasing their overpriced goods and complaining about anything and everything. Eventually an announcement is made that everyone should evacuate the store. Most people
comply, but the customers I have will not budge. They are an elderly gentleman and his middle-aged daughter, who are extremely
stubborn and angry. The man points at me aggressively and says,
“You don’t move the belt until I get everything on there.”
I politely tell him that we must evacuate due to the fire
alarm, and he refuses. Amanda has to quickly scan all his items and
Ivy and I stuff everything hastily into bags. Then we all file outside
into the cold and wait in the laundromat until it is clear to go back
to the store. Once it is, we return and find out the alarm was trig30

gered by someone burning something in the microwave.
***
My shift from Hell is finally over, and I go out into the
parking lot and get ready to leave. I’m backing out of the spot, towards the railing on the side of the building, when I hear a crunch.
Shit.
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2016-03-7

Patrick Okrasinski
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A scene
from
a
city
Matthew Kadish
A little girl discovered an epic

Nestled in the fricatives and stops
Of the gibberish

Of the derelict growing on the corner
And she took a paper and pen
And scribbled the gist of it

Before a bird with a golden feather
Swiped the notes with its beak
And flew into the sun

As the girl, into the city crowd,
Dissolved.
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ReportageNick
onHernandez
the Birthday Girl
Editor’s Choice

I now understand the travel writer
looking at paradise

shrouded by clouds,

through the thick lens of a window

from the side of an approaching plane.
Then upon returning,
in obligation,

under commission,

		

to relay in a makeshift flesh of type

		

what it is to be your other.

		

what it means to be so lucky—

“Liberating, sincerely,”

grip-locked and gazing

into blankness, not blankly,
onto an open Isle

free for the sharing—
armed and singing,

seeking to exist with her
flexible structure—

never to scar untainted wilds.
34

		

(Wisely expecting richer soil resides

		

in what we have yet

		in opportunity,
		

to see through.)

“A breakfast mostly of indigenous fruits,
and a leaf-rustling symphony,”

admiring the sanctity of a banana

		

you shouldn’t grip too tightly,

		

to even out a sun-beaten percussion—

or a rainy string section

an earnest affront to young tongues and old eardrums:
only knowing nondescript sweet chips
		

on the top of a cookie,

clumsily missing the connection
		

between nodes on a wave.

“Touching sunsets

drowned in a particular darkness,
and relaxing wind

exactly when needed,”

having provided me the strength of passion

of a fisherman’s arms sturdying a bucket he holds overboard,

catching the quickly passing waves
35

as everything physical works against him.
“I remember wishing I were a photographer,”
on a vessel more horizontal

that I might see the Eden as it were:

		
		

a sandwich of forceful ocean

and still skies with mountain filling and nimbus

		spread—
		
		

a vantage point hopefully more revealing
than from aircraft.

			(But I wasn’t
			and I’m not
			

and that affords me more intimacy—

			

being faux native and all—

			

a prospect I could never trade

			for prowess.)
“After a few days,

I saw something like home,”

abroad, then suddenly: shoulder-to shoulder

		(crickets)

sweaty hands intermingled,

		(bzzz)

suffering slings and arrows of mosquitoes.
36

“I am truly all too fortunate,”

to come back to such a view;

to feel the sun, even in shade
in my familiarity.
“Setting sail for Ithaca,
it felt like,”

and must have been—

leaving my destination, that is.
And so I now understand the wily Greek

returning, except to someone less like a metaphor,
and not too far from the inner rapture
of a cleanly flipped pancake;

something quite close to experiencing

an arrow sink into a homemade target
from fifty feet away in a backyard;
someone much more like

an exquisite slice of ice cream cake

with a bright blue frosting flower—

a source of pure and simple sweetness
of which I can never have enough.

“It was like seeing the most beautiful thing you could have ever imagined,”
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the intricate, metropolis reefs offshore,
through a translucent turquoise—

but then I saw you
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Hashimoto’s
Butterfly
Sarah Ciocher
I hid in your neck, waited to be noticed.
You funneled Absolut down your throat,
grated and raw from moonlit sobs.
I know you thought I was always on my best behavior;
I passed blood tests with ease, they didn’t think to look for me.
You had to spread your legs for them while you bled,
apologized because you reddened their colorless sheets.
Sorry about the ovaries, girl.
I float above the Pripyat Ferris wheel,
your Chernobyl interior waits patiently for my descent.
You loved the wavy strands that had once
cascaded down your back.
I prefer straw, as you can tell from the clumps
left behind in the shower drains.
I thinned your hair and fattened your hips,
so you swallowed primrose and violet pills.
I’ll decide later if your baby boy will be graced
with a cleft palate, that is, if I allow him to
take his first breath after your struggle.
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I know you think about this when I wake you,
I demand company every morning at four.
When your chestnut eyes gaze into the mirror,
you will see a butterfly with tattered wings.
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Laypeople
Kelly Benning

I.

The trees sing songs
of a rhythm

I find myself missing.

I find myself leaning between extra
metro

nomenclature

clicks I wish I could still feel

beneath the outer bark, inside the pulsing marrow
where it splinters.

White like broken pieces,

aging like thrown away paint boxes settling in the sunlight
resting against an abandoned train line
where passenger trains once played
at bioluminescence.
Listen

for the calls of hermit monks,

singing songs the trees might like,
swinging bundles of incense
like a janitor

her chain of keys.

They might whistle
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to mimic the birds they notice,
asking to notice them back.

These men in love with God

know nothing of the organ pipes
that sway a gathering.

They know nothing of the salutatory call
of the trains that do not stop here.
They fight in solitude,
their ember eyes,

drumming fists on unbreakable glass,

that they may never find comfort in the arms of another.
II.

My electric singing machine,

this must be what’s left after the fire,
after the raid,

after the archway crumbles to where we must have once stood
on a Christmas Eve.

We must be caught here

where overhead lighting is a true crime
and rosy

and mint-tinted lampshades

are to be admired by geniuses.
The girl on the radio

remembers and believes in the
Terra Magnifique.
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Blue is her favorite, green is the gift in between,

white is the packaging peanuts and wrapping paper both.
She wouldn’t dare

tear into a small-scale miracle of the universe
before midnight.

She waits the hour

poking holes into dresses,
hers,

and flinches at every pause.
III.

And I find the jungle fires burning
with tales like coyotes.

And they laugh and shake their heads at the dog
who let the fire grow.

These warring monks in the wild,

they lament while they carry Grecian torches.
They let their marble skin sweat.

The cicadas are still calling from the sycamore grove
where girls rip their own dresses off
and dance in lace trim socks.
They are singing the songs

the way their mothers wish they knew.
Somewhere

they are joyful for the night.
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UNTITLED

Julie Dunic
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WISDOM

Sebastian Gomez

colored pencil and white
charcoal on toned paper
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The Most
Curious Man
Tiffany Case
In the end, Charles was not to blame. He really wasn’t. He
wasn’t the kind of man who did things like this—it wasn’t in his
nature to flush rationality down the toilet and trust in the seedy
mechanics of things that fit neither in science nor the supernatural.
He had learned not to trust the witch doctors and genies and old
witches living in huts on chicken legs because of folk tales—and in
the real world, not to trust occultists or sycophants reading goddamn crystals as if there’s something to be found in them besides
crystal molecules. And he had learned not to trust these things
even, and if, they appeared to have some legitimacy at first.
But, you see, Charles wasn’t under the impression that this
capsule fell under any of those categories. He found it in a little pill
box in the middle of the woods while out hiking, just a rusty old
pillbox with Venus’s symbol on its glossy top made of pearlescent
shell. The negative space of the design seemed to be made of onyx.
And inside, a glossy black pill the size of an Aleve capsule—and it
said, etched on the underside of the lid, “for the most curious man
in the world, put in water and grown.”
Now, lying on his kitchen floor with blood oozing out of
his torso in short spurts like a clogged sink, staring up at the ceiling
while his vision began to swim, Charles understood that it no longer mattered that the world was rational and that he was, as well.
Because truth is not invented. It is found, naturally occurring, in the earth itself.
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***
Long before that, Charles sat at his kitchen table staring at
the pillbox. He had taken out the capsule and put it on the table,
rolling it between his fingers while he thought.
“Put in water and grown,” Charles vocalized. He was wondering about its grammatical meaning: was that sentence meant for
the most curious man in the world, or the capsule? In other words:
was the most curious man in the world put in water and grown, or
was that supposed to be the capsule itself ?
One thing was for certain. Charles was very curious. He
spoiled plots for movies just because he didn’t want to wait to
watch it unfold naturally; he ravenously consumed books and
knowledge and opinions. Oh, yes, he was curious. But the most
curious man in the world? He couldn’t say for certain, however,
reasoning that he was curious enough to warrant inclusion in this
hypothetical question.
Charles stood up. He filled a glass with water and dropped
the capsule inside. Nothing happened, not even a bubble. He wasn’t
sure what he was expecting in the first place, but he dared not eat
that thing.
***
In the morning, Charles went downstairs and saw something swimming in the glass of water. In disbelief, he watched it
swim in frantic circles around the glass—it looked like one of those
strange little freshwater salamanders, but black instead of pink. It
seemed to be fixated on his gaze just as he was staring at it, flap47

ping its little frilled gills.
Frantically, the most curious man looked around his kitchen and pulled out a water pitcher. After filling it with water, he
dumped the salamander inside. Immediately it began swimming in
excited arcs.
After learning about salamander diets (carnivorous),
Charles went to a pet store and bought mealworms and guppies
to feed it. The salamander ate each and every particle that Charles
dropped into his encasement. Charles ended up feeding it both
containers that had meant to last for weeks. It was fascinating—
how something that small didn’t seem at all affected by its enormous meal, Charles could only wonder.
He went to work (he was an engineer commissioned by
a sustainable energy company) but was oddly distracted by the
salamander all day. He even found himself speeding home on the
highway because he was so energized and perplexed. Charles knew
about sea monkeys—how they are bought as eggs and grow into
live shrimp in water. But this was far more complex a creature.
When Charles got home, he almost screamed when he saw
what was walking across his kitchen table. The little salamander
was gone, and instead there was a creature the size of a house cat
with black fur and a long snout and tail. It was some kind of primitive mammal, and it had knocked over its pitcher so that it lay in
shards on the floor. The fridge was open—it had eaten half of what
was in there, including the ketchup and soy sauce, now just empty
bottles.
When it saw him, the creature bounded over and greeted
him like a dog, jumping on his legs and trying to lick his face.
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Charles, flustered, backed into a wall; however, it continued to sniff
around his face and underneath his collar as if searching for food.
“Okay, I’m going to the store,” he told it, feeling like an
idiot for trying to communicate with an animal, “but I’ll be back,
okay?”
So Charles went back to his car and did exactly what he
told it he would do. Not once did he think of contacting animal
control, or maybe a shelter, or maybe the police about this potentially dangerous animal that he now found himself feeding.
Charles noticed that it had sharp front teeth, so it must
have been omnivorous. He bought everything from chicken to
pound cake to olives, blindly throwing things in his basket. And
when he got home, Charles was now even more alarmed to see
what it had become.
It was no longer a furry animal—it was vaguely monkeyish
now, with a thin black coat and a long, prehensile tale. Its face was
barren of fur, but there was still something rodent-like about its
face, closer to a lemur than a Capuchin monkey. Something about
it was ambiguously feminine—perhaps in its lanky body shape and
neonatal features. When she saw him, she jumped onto the light
fixture and landed on Charles’s head, then proceeded to lick his
face.
Charles removed the food from the bags. The animal had
begun to tear apart a box of muffins when Charles decided to take
back control and snatched it back.
“No,” he said sternly, pointing his finger at her face. “Not
yet. You have to wait until after dinner.”
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The creature looked up at him, astonished, and then sat in
her kitchen chair. She watched him, almost sulking with woeful
blue eyes while he made dinner.
However, when Charles felt inclined to include her in making the meal, she became less reticent. He asked her to shuck some
corncobs he bought. However, she finished taking off the leaves
faster than Charles had anticipated—she already had the dexterity and intelligence to understand his instructions. Charles then
noticed, as she began tearing apart his napkins, that she was too
energetic for her own good. So Charles gave his new pet a stack of
computer paper and crayons and watched what the animal would
do.
At first, she picked up a crayon and tried to eat it. When
she realized it was not something to eat and spat it back out, he
watched her stare at the white paper with a crayon in one hand.
After a few minutes of just staring, the animal pushed aside the
crayons and began ripping the paper up—shredding each sheet
with glee and screeching as she did so.
Charles found himself somewhat disappointed. He walked
over and was about to pick up a sheet in order to demonstrate
“drawing,” when the creature hissed at him.
It hissed. Very threateningly as well, showing two huge,
pointed incisors. So Charles, unsettled, watched her tear up all his
computer paper.
When dinner had been made, Charles slid the plate over to
his pet, who proceeded to finish it in less than five minutes. Sighing, frustrated, and despairing, he knew he had to find a way to
contain this animal before it tore his entire house apart. So Charles
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went to the nearby pet store (ten minutes from closing) and bought
the largest dog kennel they had, as well as a bed and food bowl.
At this point, Charles considered calling animal control. But there
was a key reason why he did not. Not even once did he actually call
throughout the entire experience.
Because Charles wanted to know what exactly those words
meant on the pillbox. He knew that he would need to see this
metamorphosis’ end if he were to understand its meaning. He
wanted to know if he truly was the most curious man in the world.
And when Charles came back home bracing for a disaster,
he found it oddly quiet. So he tip-toed into the living room to find
a rather large, hairy primate sleeping on his couch.
She looked like a human ancestor, roughly four million
years back in the human heritage, obviously bipedal. She no longer
had that tail, and her hair had taken on a subtle gray sheen. Even
more curiously, he found that she had been lighting parts of his
furniture on fire—he saw the damage and smelled burning wood in
the room—but had managed to extinguish them all. She also had
taken out many of the books in Charles’s library. Some of them had
been torn to shreds—but others were completely intact and in fact
open to display pages of text on biology and archeology and technology.
Too exhausted to make any decision at all about the situation, Charles went up to bed and again considered the words on
the pillbox privately. He looked at them, rubbing his fingers into
the lid as if it were a lucky stone. But Charles couldn’t rest. His
mind was racing until he finally arrived at a conclusion at dawn.
***
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Charles went downstairs that morning to find a grown
woman sitting at his kitchen table, eating out of a box of Lucky
Charms. She was probably the most beautiful woman he’d ever
seen in person—so incredibly graceful, cast in silver glistening skin
and with wooly white hair in dreadlocks. Her body was shaped in
perfect proportions of the female physique. He wondered if it was
perhaps a muse he had hallucinated to life.

It was too late that Charles realized she had a butcher knife
in her hand at the ready, so he was blindsided as she ran over and
pinned him to the wall.
“Were you to put me in cage?” she spat. Holding the knife
against his throat, she growled, “Tell truth.”
“The truth is, yes,” Charles spluttered. “Because you were an
animal. You used to be an animal. An ungrateful, violent animal.”
She glared at him with murderous blue eyes; there was no
doubt in Charles’ mind that she could understand him.
“And you’re only going to evolve more,” he told her. “You’re
going to evolve beyond humans. Right now you’re fearful and aggressive, primitive, as we all were once. But it’s okay.” Charles was
too excited to realize that the knife was moving down towards his
navel. “I get it now. I get it. I understand what the stupid pillbox
meant. The most curious man in the world is a scientist who—”
Charles’s legs gave out and he fell to the floor. He gripped
the handle that she had twisted and felt warm blood gushing all
over his chest.
“You disgust me,” she said, proceeding to spit on him.
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Charles was taking gulps of desperate air. “Too arrogant
to understand now. But you’ll learn. You’ll regret this. You’ll regret
violence.”
“Or not,” she said. She stepped over Charles’ body and
moved towards his front door. The woman left, leaving silence
again in his home.
Or not, Charles reasoned, as his throat filled with blood and
the tears caused the world to dance in a shimmering soup. Or not. 		
It was a shame he would never know.
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capture the flag
Julian Sanchez

pen, ink, and digital
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THE CLOWN OF
TRENTON

Dan Hilton
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Before

Monica Archer
“I only wish you knew him… before.”
You had a stroke when I was four months old
And that made you so very different.

You were different from the man my parents knew,
Different from the man Grandma married,

Different from the man who made everyone laugh,
Different from the man who would jump onstage.
For thirteen years, I knew a man

And for thirteen years, that was the only version of you
That existed.

Post-stroke, you grew alongside me.
We were the same age.

We were kindred spirits.
Even though I didn’t know you
Before,

I still think I knew who you were.
The man I knew was independent.

The man I knew could use only one arm,
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But would open packages with his teeth
Rather than ask for help.

The man I knew was determined.
He taught himself to write
Using his left hand

Instead of his right.
The man I knew was caring.
Even when he was sick,

He put us before himself,
Blowing kisses

Rather than getting us sick.
The man I knew was patient.

He helped me plant sunflowers,

And we watered them until they grew
To be taller than me.

The man I knew was talented.
He built a whole table

With only one available arm.
And while I love hearing stories
About who you were “before,”

I know that the you that I knew was absolutely
Wonderful.
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The thirteen years I knew you

Were some of the best of my life.

And even though I know I’ll lose
More of the people I love,
You were the first

And you hold a special place.
The last five years have been strange,
Seeing your chair empty,
Seeing your bed gone.
I miss you,

Grandpa, and I love you,

And I’ll see you one day soon

And then I’ll know you as you were
“Before.”
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BETWIXT AND BETWEEN
Rebecca Estrada

Micron pen and watercolor
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Collards

Sophonie Milord
Collard greens

Leafy things, veins in spines
With deep, deep rings.

Sanitize your wounds of war
Or else cringe

From salt to flesh contact.
The makings of liberty
Sweet Land O’Lakes

Submerged in the pots

And bellies of the enslaved.
Collard greens

Leafy things, veins in spines
With deep, deep rings.
Savory comfort

With a twinge of Louisiana.

Smoke surges within and without
The wooden cabin.
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2016-03-6

Patrick Okrasinski
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Happy
Birthday
Nick Hernandez
On the twenty-seventh night of the cruelest month of
2002, the moon is fifteen days into its cycle and so full it might as
well leak from its sides—or worse, totally explode. (Were either to
tragically happen that night, our glowing space rock is 100% visible, assuming skies are clear.) At 9:32 p.m., I am sleeping in my
childhood bedroom beneath the vaulted ceilings of my home. I am,
at this point, nine years young.
Opposite the room from me are my six-year-old brother,
and my thirty-six-year-old father. They are packed tightly in my
brother’s twin-sized bed. This is the end of an emotionally ruthless
day and rest anesthetizes the fresh wound on my worldview.
Specifically, I believed in my heart I was not to get a Nintendo
GameCube for my birthday in a few months. It was never said but
now was not even worth considering.

Beginning at 2:28 p.m. that same day in Fenway Park, the
Boston Red Sox will pulverize the Tampa Bay Devil Rays 10-0.
This is facilitated crucially by a no-hitter from Derek Lowe, the
Red Sox pitcher, who will have by game’s end established the largest margin of victory in any of the franchise’s no-hitter’s.
Running parallel to this athletic triumph is an intramarital
shouting match. That is, my parents are in our home, bitterly angry
with one another for reasons I can’t fully articulate even today but
know for sure extend back literally as far as I can remember. As is
customary, my brothers are hiding, my younger brother outside,
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squarely in a demilitarized zone, and my youngest too young to
protest in any meaningful way.
At 3:37 p.m., my whole being is relaxing two blocks up
the street at my best friend Sean’s house. We both sit on his bedroom floor and play on his Nintendo GameCube. “I’m so excited
to get one of my own for my birthday,” I say, eyes locked on the
small TV as I hand him the controller for his turn. (I am erroneously cocksure that I’ll be gifted one as far away as three months’
time, even though I have only mentioned it indirectly, so as to not
seem pestering.) By approximately 3:45 p.m., the acquisition of a
GameCube for my tenth birthday on July 2nd of that same year is
my only agenda. I resolve that, upon returning home at 4:00 p.m., I
will officially declare my birthday wish. This is my mission. By 4:15
p.m., it will be no more.
At 3:56 p.m., my feet are pedaling homeward on a bike.
The veins in my body are present hundreds of miles north as they
branch across the musculature of a Bostonian major league ballplayer standing on the pitcher’s mound. I surge with raw vigor, my
attention unfazed, a state of reality which only purpose can provide.
My heart, however, is somehow running five hours early, orbiting
our earth and nerve-rackingly on the precipice of bursting. At 4:01
p.m., I careen onto my lawn and see my younger brother playing
outside. My father’s right hand pushes open the door, upon which
he coldly tells us to come in. I do.
My mother’s face lifts up from being cupped in her hands,
and her face is strained and red and dried by the saltwater her eyes
just let out en masse. My father walks by again.
“Get your brothers and meet me and your mother in our
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room.”
In this moment, I am convinced against all odds that I am
to be given the news I have awaited so patiently. I envision how I
am to walk up the stairs and crowd onto my parents’ bed with my
mother, father, and brothers, only to hear the greatest sentence of
all time. I sit down, outwardly calm despite my excitement. I have
always been an obedient child, thus I am reserved even in my eagerness. The time on the cable box reads 4:14 p.m.
“Sometimes… moms and dads just don’t love each other
anymore,” says my father.
(Unbeknownst to me, it is 4:14:36 p.m. and there are still
twenty-four precious seconds to recover.)
“Your mom and I—we aren’t going to live together anymore. It’s called getting ‘divorced,’ and we want you to know that
we still love you more than anything, even if we can’t be married.
I’m going to live with my mom tonight.”
“And you’re going to spend the rest of the night getting
dinner and fishing with your dad before he moves out, so get your
shoes on and be ready,” my mother follows, in visible pain.
In a desperate retreat, optic nerves drag my eyes as far back
into my skull as they can go. This is futile, and I am now defeated
in a way I had not known possible. It is firmly fifteen minutes past
four hours past noon. I am Florida in Massachusetts. You can hear
the Red Sox catcher’s mitt welcoming the last strike against the
Devil Rays—finalizing an unanticipated, disastrous sequence of
events.
Jason Tyner is playing left field for Tampa Bay. His younger
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sister and two parents have flown to Boston in order to surprise
him post-game with their now four-day-late present for his twenty-fifth birthday. Jason is wholly unaware of this plan, and probably
for the better—it saves him at least the embarrassment of a familiar
audience while suffering the most at-bats in this bloodbath of a
game. He doesn’t know it yet, but his family is just as unfathomably
bummed out as he is. As he walks back to the dugout, he sees his
spiritually crushed teammates and contemplates how lucky he is
that his birthday has passed already and that he enjoyed the party
they threw him, decorations and all.
On July 2nd of this same year, Steve Fosset completes his
maddening, cyclical trek westward, becoming the first man to travel
the globe nonstop in a hot air balloon. Much smaller versions of
Fosset’s Argo congregate in the ceiling corners of my home, all of
them, a myriad of colors, illuminated by the hypnotically beaming
sun.
Around 3:36 p.m. that same day, the large window in the
back of my dining room is either vulnerable or brave in its curtainlessness. Sunlight overwhelms the room, coating the pastel yellow
walls with life. Neatly wrapped gifts dogpile near the back of the
dinner table, bizarrely uniting for warmth on a ninety-five-degree
afternoon. Through the window—if your pupils can stomach staring west post-noon—you can see both sides of my family have
gathered together in my backyard for my birthday. I have turned
ten years old.
“Did you see what your grandparents got you, Nick?”
prompts my mother in feigned excitement through the muck and
mire of her recently-separated emotional bankruptcy. I bring my
ambivalent hands to the inert brown bag which sits in the corner
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beneath the window and all its consoling summer’s daylight. I
finally got what I wanted, I think, peering into the bag. And after
turning around in a calculated effort, I smile. It is, by now, more
important to them.
It’s perfect. How did you know?
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NORTH KOREAN X-MAS
Dan Hilton
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I Know What
Mercury Feels Like
Giselle Perdomo
You must have tasted
what mercury feels like,
when it slides from
package-sealed furniture
onto baby-creamed skin.
I should have swept the floor
with kerosene.     	
I prefer pillow cushions
to last night’s rotisserie   
and can tell the slide,
the light in the shadow of your eye,
without tilting my head
and hiding with the shards
of bombed-out sheds.
Camera obscura.   
Dry out your shadow on the clothespin rack,
where the sun makes her laundry rounds
and leaves out a minted dime.
That selkie-skinned residue
that flees from light switches
I’d follow anywhere,
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into corridors and down telephone rings
with lamp-lit light and deerstalker cap.   
You line the nape of your neck
with forgotten galaxies
and embed the marrow with nebulas.   
That’s how I know you’re there.
Before space swallows—tail it out of here,
before your frame flops onto pavements
and slides down sewer waters.   
I’ll pick it up,
just in case it’s no longer sun-spun electric,
and pour it down the drain.
Else I keep it,
unjustly contained.   
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BetterMonica
ThanMillsBefore
As cavemen stir humanity,

They look, not to the sickly sweet

POP of naturally-flavored diabetes,
Or to the satisfying CRUNCH
Of steps stolen from the moon.

They do not dissect the anatomy
Of human souls or war for gods
That haunt unpaved sky.

As cavemen stir humanity,
Animals of blind intent,

They search only for fire,

For shelter, for the simple id of survival.
While they wander through woods

They do not ponder the philosophy
Of love, or sex, or murder, or love.
“Right” and “wrong” are sounds

Split by wind, never settled by the standards
Recorded at museum exhibitions.
As cavemen stir humanity,

Their elementary minds trace value
Not to silk scarves, salted snails,

But to what’s not aching to the touch,
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Acid on the tongue.

They are moths fluttering though space,
Kindling brightness in ways

Undisturbed by the harsh reality of difference.
For their humble brew,

Cavemen do not hunt the formalities of
White-colored,
Man-slut,

Straight-queer.

And their formula strives

’Cause a little bit of nothing

Goes a long way to lighten the load on their backs.
Their golden rule is that

Stars garnish every evening.
Their water is pure,

Untainted by the stubbornness of tar on skin,
Free from the gritty rust of oppression
That lingers on plastic handcuffs.
In their lack of morals

Air does not grasp the stench of

“He’s mean because he likes you.”
Birds don’t hum slurs at the
Sight of human flesh.
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Only later do those savages twist into
The savageness of beasts,
Cloaked in black suits

With collars of white and blue and white,

Formed like collared chains around their necks.
Morning coffee became the means
Of metropolitan survival.

Now cavemen sift humanity

And their batters so much more,

Yet not much better than before.
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The Novice
in the attic
Giselle Perdomo
The novice is the one slipped
between polar spheres.
A hearty furnace chokes him to sleep each day
while the idler crochets her handiwork.
Stoked by the flames,
she sends parcels up the chute
with packaging reeking of the flue.
The infrastructure inhales the fumes.
Hidden away like some Parisian struck with TB,
his tendons test the air and nest in the nectar of the attic.
His heart abandons the flea.
Fashion an archway
to beat out the blunder of daily meals.
Travelers are welcome who are cribbed and bent
and twisted like iron ore,
redundant for whoever smashed them
from the jaws of the printing press.
Single light bulb,
that hangs above the crane that carried him in,
it’s been years since you’ve winked at the youth
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and screwed him into place.
His door yawns out its light
as the voices from downstairs call to him.
Night is what attracts him.
The groggy planet keels forward
and leaves itself overturned,
unfolding the vessels that retract
before the ebb.     
The moon cradles a thought like an unborn child,
pulling at the windowsill
until the mind tides itself over with the night
and spills into unwanted corners.
It may be time to sleep again.
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Contributor’s NOTES
Monica Archer is a freshman English major at Montclair State

University who intends to become a high school English teacher
but for now is living the dream as a part-time cashier. Commonly
described as “sassy,” Monica has a biting sense of humor and sprinkles liberal amounts of sarcasm throughout her everyday conversations. A Harry Potter aficionado, she enjoys all things literary, from
The Giving Tree to Pride and Prejudice. Her big break came in her
high school’s production of A Chorus Line, where in addition to her
role as stage manager, she had one very important line—“No.” Besides being a writer, Monica is a retired amateur violinist, a former
field hockey goalie, and a devoted fan of the sitcom Friends. She
can often be found singing show tunes, listening to Sara Bareilles,
reading memoirs of famous comediennes, or watching Drew Barrymore movies. She has never learned how to skip.

Sarah Ciocher is a senior English major at Montclair State Uni-

versity. After being diagnosed with hypothyroidism in 2014, she
fully dedicated herself to her training in Krav Maga. In December of 2015, she received her Krav Maga teaching certificate and
green belt. Known as a bookworm to all, she is more than halfway
through her goal of reading 100 books before the end of 2016.
Sarah can be found reading, writing poetry, or practicing spinning
hook kicks in between classes.

Kristy Lim has a cat that enjoys rocking out to heavy metal music. The cat’s name is Cupcake.

Genesis Pena is an aspiring animator/illustrator. She is a self-

taught artist whose goal is to create pieces that refresh and touch
the hearts of viewers. Her philosophy is: “Art is not what you see,
but what you make others see.” Influenced by manga, Genesis
strives to one day work for a studio in Japan or establish her own.
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A tip that she gives to all artists is to never give up and never lose
interest in what you love to do.

Kelly Benning—There will be a Bear War.
Daniel Hilton—In the three pieces selected from the

Danimation catalogue, artist Daniel R. Hilton is pushing forward
an exciting, colorful, and super bizarre next wave of uncanny
relative comic book art. Danimation looks to take on social and
political events using unique and exciting cartoons, comic book
art, and illustration in a never-ending war against ridiculousness.
Inspired and heavily influenced by the illustrators of the Silver
Age of Comics, Hilton plans on conquering the world with
Danimation and to make comic books great again! Danimation’s
“World on Fire” will also be on display in the Roebling Wire
Works Studio on June 18 and 19 as part of the Art All Night!Trenton art exhibition. For more awesome artwork, upcoming
events, and contact information, please visit www.artbydanimation.
com!

Tiffany Case is a Meme Queen looking for her Meme King.
Nicholas Hernandez—Your whole life, people will tell you that

it is important to do things to the best of your ability—that the
success of any endeavor is more means-oriented than it is determined by its ends; that it is important just to “try.” If you are vexed
by this modus operandi like any good success-mongering American, you may take the time to open a copy of a book that now feels
like a vellum tome of arcane wisdom: The Merriam-Webster Dictionary. And on your first blind, free-wheeling glance, you have less
than 0.00001% chance of accidentally stabbing at the definition of
“try” with your finger. Upon such a stab, the copyrighted and commodified lexical powerhouse Noah Webster—eponymous spirit—
will inform you that you might possibly summarize this nebulous
concept “try” as “to make an effort to do something.” Now, it seems
like a lot of improbable, roundabout happenstance for such an unbelievably non-committal go at defining whatever the heck “try” is,
you might think. This, though, is where he comes in. No definitions
needed. Take, for example, this model sentence: Nick Hernandez is
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a real tryer.

Giselle Perdomo is an English major and a creative writing minor.
As a Piscean, she’s both an avid shapeshifter and a total Hufflepuff.
She’s an “old soul” with the laugh of a kindergartener amused by
bubbles. The last I heard, she was headed toward the No Man’s
Land the adults refer to as “The Real World,” with a bindle over
her shoulder and a shocked expression. So far, no one’s ever made
it back alive. Anyone know what happened to her?

Caroline Nelson is a Tolkien studies major who goes on long
walks because she fancies herself to be Elizabeth Bennet.

Matthew Kadish is a sophomore. He is majoring in English, minoring in linguistics and German, and prefers not to say anything
more about his secretive life.

Monica K. Mills is a freshman who majors in English and political science. She loves to go on adventures.

Frances McGrew is a junior at Montclair State University. She is
an English major with a creative writing minor. In her spare time,
she writes and daydreams about living on that island full of dogs
one day.

Alissa Maldonado is the girl you probably see at the park lying

in the grass. You see, she is perfectly content with just staring up
at clouds. Her theory is that life is better up there than here on
the ground. A jumble of words formulate in her chaotic brain. Her
friends are her poetry, her thoughts that she can no longer hold on
to.
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Sophonie Milord—Sophonie Milord's plan for world domina-

tion is to find the secret to the Krabby Patty formula and then run
for president. Just in case that doesn't work, she plans on opening
her own psychological practice and to continue publishing creative
writing-focused stories/poetry throughout her life. Currently she is
a senior graduating in just a few... yes, a few weeks. (Whew! That
took less time than she thought it would.) After graduating, she’s
moving to New Orleans to kick off the start of her professional
career through teaching.
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